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a b s t r a c t 

Background: COVID-19 prediction models based on clinical characteristics, routine biochemistry and 

imaging, have been developed, but little is known on proteomic markers reflecting the molecular patho- 

physiology of disease progression. 

Methods: The multicentre (six European study sites) Prospective Validation of a Proteomic Urine Test 

for Early and Accurate Prognosis of Critical Course Complications in Patients with SARS-CoV-2 Infection 

Study (Crit-COV-U) is recruiting consecutive patients ( ≥ 18 years) with PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infec- 

tion. A urinary proteomic biomarker (COV50) developed by capillary-electrophoresis-mass spectrometry 

(CE-MS) technology, comprising 50 sequenced peptides and identifying the parental proteins, was eval- 

uated in 228 patients (derivation cohort) with replication in 99 patients (validation cohort). Death and 

progression along the World Health Organization (WHO) Clinical Progression Scale were assessed up to 

21 days after the initial PCR test. Statistical methods included logistic regression, receiver operating curve 

(ROC) analysis and comparison of the area under the curve (AUC). 

Findings: In the derivation cohort, 23 patients died, and 48 developed worse WHO scores. The odds 

ratios (OR) for death per 1 standard deviation (SD) increment in COV50 were 3 ·52 (95% CI, 2 ·02–6 ·13, 

p < 0 ·0 0 01) unadjusted and 2 ·73 (1 ·25–5 ·95, p = 0 ·012) adjusted for sex, age, baseline WHO score, body 

mass index (BMI) and comorbidities. For WHO scale progression, the corresponding OR were 2 ·63 (1 ·80–

3 ·85, p < 0 ·0 0 01) and 3 ·38 (1 ·85–6 ·17, p < 0 ·0 0 01), respectively. The area under the curve (AUC) for COV50 

as a continuously distributed variable was 0 ·80 (0 ·72–0 ·88) for mortality and 0 ·74 (0 ·66–0 ·81) for wors- 

ening WHO score. The optimised COV50 thresholds for mortality and worsening WHO score were 0 ·47 

and 0 ·04 with sensitivity/specificity of 87 ·0 (74 ·6%) and 77 ·1 (63 ·9%), respectively. On top of covariates, 

COV50 improved the AUC, albeit borderline for death, from 0 ·78 to 0 ·82 ( p = 0 ·11) and 0 ·84 ( p = 0 ·052) 

for mortality and from 0 ·68 to 0 ·78 ( p = 0 ·0097) and 0 ·75 ( p = 0 ·021) for worsening WHO score. The 

validation cohort findings were confirmatory. 

Interpretation: This first CRIT-COV-U report proves the concept that urinary proteomic profiling generates 

biomarkers indicating adverse COVID-19 outcomes, even at an early disease stage, including WHO stages 

1–3. These findings need to be consolidated in an upcoming final dataset. 

Funding: The German Federal Ministry of Health funded the study. 
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Research in context 

Evidence before this study 

A PubMed search without limitations on publication date 
or language using the terms COVID-19 AND risk prediction 
produced 1734 or 11 results, resp., if proteomics was added. 
Studies focused on the molecular basis of COVID-19 manifes- 
tations, one study focused on blood metabolomics and risk 
assessement. One preliminary report ahead of peer review 

described a proteomic profile in the serum of 49 COVID-19 
patients predicting critical illness and death. Other studies 
addressed inflammatory, immunological, and T-cell responses 
to infection or were literature reviews. 

Added value of this study 

This study is the first to include a specific urinary pro- 
teomic biomarker (COV50) in a model predicting death and 

worsening WHO scores up to 21 days from PCR-confirmed 

SARS-CoV-2 infection. The COV50-associated AUC was 0 ·80 
(95% CI, 0 ·72–0 ·88) for mortality and 0 ·74 (0 ·66-0 ·81) for 
worsening WHO severity score. 

Implications of all the available evidence 

This first report of the Prospective Validation of a Pro- 
teomic Urine Test for Early and Accurate Prognosis of Critical 
Course Complications in Patients with SARS-CoV-2 Infection 

Study (CRIT-COV-U) proves the concept that UPP generates 
biomarkers indicative of disease outcome even at the preclin- 
ical stage of SARS-CoV-2 infection. These findings need to be 
consolidated in an upcoming final dataset. 

. Introduction 

Since the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in Wuhan, Peo- 

le’s Republic of China, an exponentially growing literature has de- 

cribed the clinical characteristics of infected patients at high risk 

f severe disease and death [ 1–3 ]. The burden on health care has

ed to the development of models that predict progression to ad- 

erse outcomes with the principal objective of supporting clinical 

ecision-making. A systematic review of the literature published 

n April 2020 and updated thereafter summarised over 50 prog- 

ostic models, which commonly include sex, age, comorbidities, C- 

eactive protein, lymphocyte count, body temperature, serum cre- 

tinine, and imaging features; however, the review cautioned that 

he models are vulnerable to bias and not clinically applicable [4] . 

ore recently published models, including the Coronavirus Clini- 

al Characterisation Consortium score (4C), have been properly cal- 

brated and have improved in accuracy [ 5-7 ], but none has consid- 

red the molecular pathophysiology of the progression from silent 

nfection to critical disease. 

SARS-CoV-2 preferentially infects the respiratory tract cells but 

lso penetrates the heart, liver, brain, kidneys, and blood ves- 

els [8] The infection is therefore a systemic disease, leading to 

otential multiorgan failure [9] . Urine contains an array of over 

0,0 0 0 endogenous peptides, which are partly generated along the 

ephron or from the circulation passing through the glomerular 

arrier. The urinary peptidome profile (UPP) therefore provides a 
✩ CRIT-COV-U investigators and key investigators are listed in the appendix (pp 

6-07). 
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Infectious Diseases/Tropical Medicine, 

ephrology/KfH Renal Unit and Rheumatology, St. Georg Hospital Leipzig, 

elitzscher Strasse 141, Leipzig DE 04129, Germany. 

E-mail addresses: joachim.beige@sanktgeorg.de , joachim.beige@kfh.de (J. Beige). 
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ystem-wide molecular signature of progressing SARS-CoV-2 infec- 

ion. Sequencing of urinary peptides allows identification of the 

arental proteins [ 10 , 11 ]. Multidimensional urinary peptide profiles 

an already provide a specific molecular signature in the preclini- 

al phase of heart failure [12] . chronic kidney disease (CKD) [13] , 

nd diabetic nephropathy [14] . A proof-of-concept study suggested 

hat the UPP at the initial SARS-CoV-2 infection stage may feasi- 

ly predict outcome [15] . The Prospective Validation of a Proteomic 

rine Test for Early and Accurate Prognosis of Critical Course Com- 

lications in Patients with SARS-CoV-2 Infection Study (CRIT-COV- 

) was therefore designed to develop and validate a UPP biomarker 

or prediction of the outcome of SARS-CoV-2–infected patients [ 5- 

 ]. 

. Methods 

.1. Study design and participants 

The CRIT-COV-U project complies with the Helsinki declara- 

ion [16] . The Ethics Committee of the German-Saxonian Board of 

hysicians, Dresden, Germany (number EK-BR-88/20.1) and the In- 

titutional Review Boards of the recruiting sites provided ethical 

learance. The protocol was registered with the German Register 

or Clinical Studies ( www.drks.de ), number DRKS0 0 022495, which 

s interconnected with the WHO International Clinical Trial Reg- 

stry Platform ( www.who.int/clinical- trials- registry-platform ). 

CRIT-COV-U is a prospective multicentre cohort study that aims 

o identify UPP biomarkers predictive of the clinical course in 

dults with PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection [17] . To be eligi- 

le, patients had to be ≥ 18 years old, not anuric and able to give 

nformed written consent. Six European study sites, two located 

n Germany (161/6 pts.) and one each in France (50 pts.), the Re- 

ublic of North Macedonia (69 pts.), Poland (19 pts.) and Sweden 

22 pts.), enrolled consecutive patients. The patients were diag- 

osed while in ambulatory care or on the first day of hospital care 

nd followed up for at least 21 days or until hospital discharge or 

eath, whichever occurred first. Study procedures were explained 

nd patients were asked to provide written informed consent af- 

er positive SARS-CoV-2 test. At each of three timepoints (time- 

oint 1: days 0–2, timepoint 2: days 4–7, and timepoint 3: days 

0–21 after initial positive PCR-confirmed diagnosis, the patients 

ere staged according to the WHO Clinical Progression Scale in 

ight categories [18] : (1) ambulatory without limitation of activity; 

2) ambulatory with limited activity; (3) hospitalised without oxy- 

en therapy; (4) hospitalised on oxygen therapy by mask or nasal 

rongs; (5) hospitalised receiving non-invasive ventilation or high- 

ow oxygen therapy; (6) hospitalised with intubation and me- 

hanical ventilation; (7) hospitalised with mechanical ventilation 

nd additional organ support, such as vasopressors, renal replace- 

ent therapy, or extracorporeal membrane oxygenation; and (8) 

eath. The information collected via electronic case report forms 

MARVIN EDC, XClinical GmbH, Munich, Germany) included demo- 

raphic and clinical characteristics, such as ethnicity, sex, age, body 

ass index, and blood pressure and routine biochemical measure- 

ents, such as glomerular filtration derived from serum creatinine 

19] . 

The sample size calculations informed by the proof-of-concept 

tudy [15] , proposed a derivation phase sample size of 212 patients 

ith critical COVID-19 (WHO stage ≥6) to be contrasted with 271 

atients with mild symptoms to identify an UPP, yielding a sen- 

itivity and specificity of 75% and 80%, respectively. Following a 

equest from the German regulators faced with the extraordinary 

urden placed on health care, the CRIT-COV-U database was frozen 

n 17 December 2020 for an interim analysis with 228 and 99 

atients enrolled in the derivation and validation cohorts, respec- 

ively. 

mailto:joachim.beige@sanktgeorg.de
mailto:joachim.beige@kfh.de
http://www.drks.de
http://www.who.int/clinical-trials-registry-platform
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.2. Urinary proteome analysis, biomarker identification and classifier 

eneration 

For UPP, 8 ml urine samples were collected in borated test 

ubes (ExactoBac-U®, Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) at each clin- 

cal staging timepoint (days 0–2, 4–7, and 10–21). The samples 

ere kept at -20 °C until assayed. The methods for capillary 

lectrophoresis coupled with mass spectrometry, peptide sequenc- 

ng, and, for the evaluation, the calibration and quality control of 

he mass spectrometric data have been published [ 11 , 20 , 21 ] and

re outlined in the Appendix. For identification of the urinary 

iomarker, 186 urine samples were randomly selected from those 

vailable in the derivation dataset at timepoints 2 and 3, exclud- 

ng samples from the patients at COVID-19 stages 4 and 5 accord- 

ng to the WHO classification, allowing contrast of the UPP profiles 

t stages 1–3 ( n = 116) and stages 6–8 ( n = 88). After transfor-

ation of the mass spectrometric spectra, the levels of peptides 

ith known amino acid sequences were compared between the 

atients with mild disease and those with critical disease, using 

he Wilcoxon rank sum test with adjustment of the significance 

or multiple comparisons by the Benjamini–Hochberg method [22] . 

he disease-specific classifier was developed using support vector 

achine modelling and cross-validated by a leave-one-out proce- 

ure with significance adjusted for the false-discovery rate set at 

 ·05. 

.3. Statistical analysis 

For database management and statistical analysis, SPSS (version 

2 ·0) and SAS (version 9 ·4) software were used. Significance was 

 two-tailed significance of 0 ·05 or less. Means and proportions 

ere compared using the large-sample z-test or analysis of vari- 

nce and Fisher’s exact test, respectively. The predefined endpoints 

ere mortality and progression across the WHO COVID-19 sever- 

ty scale. In the derivation dataset, the incidence of endpoints was 

elated to the proteomic classifier using single and multiple logis- 

ic regression analysis, taking into account previously reported risk 

actors such as sex, age, the WHO scale at timepoint 1, and comor- 

idities, including hypertension, diabetes, heart failure, and cancer. 

he performance of COV50 in risk stratification was assessed by 

he area under the receiver operating curve (AUROC) and the De- 

ong approach to compare the areas under the ROCs between the 

ested models. Internal validation was performed by calculating 

he leave-one-out cross-validated AUC. Prior to computing the sen- 

itivity and specificity, the COV50 thresholds were optimised us- 

ng the Youden index. The AUC, sensitivity, and specificity in the 

alidation dataset were calculated from the logistic model and the 

hresholds derived from the derivation cohort. For further external 

alidation, the distribution of the COV50 classifier was evaluated 

n 981 controls randomly selected from the human CE-MS pro- 

eome database available at Mosaiques-Diagnostics, Hanover, Ger- 

any. The controls sampled before the end of 2019 were therefore 

ree of COVID-19, and they were matched for sex, age ( ± 5 years), 

nd body mass index ( ± 1 kg/m 

2 ) in a 3:1 proportion with the 327

atients enrolled in the current analysis. Finally, we compared the 

erformance of COV50 with the 4C score [6] to predict mortality. 

.4. Role of the funding source 

The funder of the study had no role in the study design, data 

ollection, data analysis, data interpretation, or the writing of the 

eport. All the authors had full access to all the data in the 

tudy and had final responsibility for the decision to submit the 

anuscript. 
3 
. Results 

Comparing the UPP at stages 1–3 with the UPP at stages 6–

 of COVID disease at timepoints 2 and 3 identified 1132 signifi- 

antly deregulated peptides. To generate the COV50 classifier, 100 

eptides in the top tail of the significance distribution were com- 

ined by support vector modelling and reduced to 50 by applying 

eave-one-out cross-validation. The 50 sequenced peptides making 

p the UPP biomarker and the parental proteins from which the 

eptide fragments were derived are listed in the Appendix. Using 

he urine samples collected at timepoint 1, the association of the 

everity of infection during follow-up was prospectively studied in 

elation to the 50-peptide urinary biomarker (COV50) and poten- 

ial confounders, first in the 228 patients included in the deriva- 

ion dataset and next in the 99 patients enrolled in the valida- 

ion dataset. The 228 participants enrolled in the derivation cohort 

 Table 1 ) were on average 63 ·1 years old and included 94 (41 ·2%)

omen and 152 (66 ·7%) patients with comorbidities (Appendix 

ig. 1 ), including hypertension ( n = 137), heart failure ( n = 30),

iabetes mellitus ( n = 65), and cancer ( n = 13) and 119 (52 ·2%)

atients being treated with inhibitors of the renin-angiotensin sys- 

em, either angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors ( n = 67) or 

ngiotensin-receptor blockers ( n = 58). The WHO score at enrol- 

ent was 1–3 in 90 (39 ·5%) patients, 4–5 in 107 (46 ·9%) patients, 

nd 6 in 31 (13 ·6%) participants. 

Across increasing fourths of the COV50 distribution ( Table 2 ), 

he proportion of women decreased and age and the prevalence of 

ypertension, heart failure, and diabetes increased. During follow- 

p, 23 patients died and 48 progressed along the WHO scores. The 

OV50 distribution at timepoint 1 shifted upward ( p < 0 ·0 0 01) 

hen plotted against the worst WHO score attained during follow- 

p (Appendix Fig. 2). For death ( Table 3 ), the relative risk ex- 

ressed per 1 SD increment in COV50 was 3 ·52 (95% CI, 2 ·02–6 ·13,

 < 0 ·0 0 01) unadjusted and 2 ·73 (1 ·25–5 ·95, p = 0 ·012) when

ully adjusted for sex, age, timepoint 1 WHO score, body mass 

ndex, and the presence of comorbidities. For progression along 

HO scores ( Table 3 ), the corresponding OR were 2 ·63 (1 ·80–

 ·85, p < 0 ·0 0 01) and 3 ·38 (1 ·85–6 ·17, p < 0 ·0 0 01), respectively.

he AUC for COV50 analysed as a continuously distributed vari- 

ble was 0 ·82 (95% confidence interval, 0 ·74–0 ·89) for total mor- 

ality and 0 ·75 (0 ·67–0 ·82) for progressing WHO score ( Table 4 ).

he optimised COV50 thresholds for total mortality and progress- 

ng WHO score were 0 ·47 and 0 ·04 and resulted in estimates of 

ensitivity/specificity of 87 ·0 (74 ·6%) and 77 ·1 (63 ·9%), respectively 

 Table 4 ). 

The AUCs of the timepoint 1 risk factors were 0 ·57 (0 ·46–0 ·68)

or age, 0 ·65 (0 ·54–0 ·75) for the WHO score, 0 ·80 (0 ·72–0 ·82) for

OV50 in relation to mortality (Appendix Table 2 ), and 0 ·59 (0 ·51–

 ·68) for age, 0 ·52 (0 ·43–0 ·61) for the WHO score, and 0 ·74 (0 ·66–

 ·81) for COV50, respectively, in relation to worsening WHO score 

Appendix). In the derivation cohort, on top of sex, age, body 

ass index, comorbidities, and the timepoint 1 WHO score, COV50 

as analysed as a continuously distributed variable slightly en- 

arged the AUC. When assessed per threshold as categorized vari- 

ble ( Fig. 1 ) COV50 significantly improved the AUC. For mortality 

n relation to the continuously distributed COV50 marker, the AUC 

ncreased from 0 ·78 to 0 ·82 ( p = 0 ·11). For worsening WHO score,

he AUC increased from 0 ·68 to 0 ·78 ( p = 0 ·0097). When apply-

ng the threshold and investigating as categorized variable, adding 

OV50 increased the AUC from 0.78 to 0 ·84 ( p = 0 ·052) for mor-

ality prediction, and from 0.68 to 0 ·75 ( p = 0 ·021) for worsening

HO score. 

Compared to the derivation cohort ( Table 1 ), the baseline (time- 

oint 1) characteristics of the validation cohort, including the dis- 

ribution of COV50 and comorbidities (Appendix Figs. 1 and 3), 

ere broadly similar. Using the predicted probabilities and the op- 
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Table 1 

Baseline (time point 1) characteristics. 

Characteristic Derivation cohort Validation cohort p value 

Number in cohort 228 99 

Main study variables 

Number (%) in WHO class 

1–3 90 (39.5) 37 (37.4) < 0 .0001 

4–5 107 (46.9) 60 (60.6) 

6 31 (13.6) 2 (2.0) 

Mean (SD) of COV50 level -0.19 (1.52) -0.17 (1.23) 0 .92 

Number with characteristic (%) 

White ethnicity 205 (89.9) 91 (91.9) 0 .68 

Women 94 (41.2) 43 (43.4) 0 .72 

Non-smoker 109 (47.8) 58 (58.6) 0 .031 

Hypertension 137 (60.1) 66 (66.7) 0 .27 

Heart failure 30 (13.6) 27 (27.8) 0 .0039 

Body mass index ≥30 kg/m2 68 (29.8) 26 (26.3) 0 .60 

Diabetes mellitus 65 (28.5) 41 (41.4) 0 .028 

Cancer 13 (5.7) 7 (7.1) 0 .62 

Use of RAS blockers, 119 (52.2) 55 (55.6) 0 .27 

Mean (SD) of characteristic 

Age, yr 63.1 (17.1) 66.8 (16.1) 0 .68 

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 130.0 (23.4) 127.5 (20.2) 0 .35 

Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 79.9 (55.0) 75.6 (12.2) 0 .45 

Heart rate, beats per minute 83.4 (15.0) 82.8 (17.9) 0 .75 

Body mass index, kg/m2 28.1 (6.0) 27.4 (4.6) 0 .24 

Glomerular filtration rate, ml/min/1.73 m2 76.7 (30.9) 78.7 (30.4) 0 .63 

RAS blockers indicate blocker of the renin-angiotensin system, including angiotensin-converting enzyme 

inhibitors and angiotensin-receptor blockers. The glomerular filtration rate was derived from serum crea- 

tinine, using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration. The p value indicates the difference 

between the timepoint 1 characteristics of the derivation and validation cohort. 

Table 2 

Baseline (timepoint 1) characteristics by fourths of the baseline COV50 distribution in the derivation cohort. 

Characteristic Low Medium-low Medium-high High p value for trend 

COV50 limits -1.23 [-1.23, -0.20[ [-0.20, 0.90[ ≥0.90 

Number in group 57 57 57 57 

Main study variables 

Number (%) in WHO class 

1-3 50 (87.7) 20 (35.1) 19 (33.3) 1 (1.8) < 0 .0001 

4-5 7 (12.3) 35 (61.4) 37 (64.9) 28 (49.1) 

6-8 0 2 (3.5) 1 (1.8) 28 (49.9) 

Mean (SD) of COV50 level -2.13 (0.50) -0.77 (0.30) 0.29 (0.28) 1.85 (0.59) < 0 .0001 

Number with characteristic (%) 

Women 28 (49.1) 27 (47.4) 25 (43.9) 14 (24.6) 0 .0087 

Non-smoker 32 (56.1) 22 (38.6) 22 (38.6) 33 (57.9) 0 .36 

Hypertension 23 (40.4) 35 (61.4) 42 (73.7) 37 (64.9) 0 .0034 

Heart failure 1 (1.8) 7 (12.5) 14 (25.5) 8 (14.5) 0 .016 

Body mass index ≥30 kg/m2 14 (24.6) 18 (31.6) 16 (28.1) 20 (35.1) 0 .30 

Diabetes mellitus 6 (10.5) 9 (15.8) 20 (35.1) 30 (52.6) < 0 .0001 

Cancer 2 (3.5) 6 (10.5) 2 (3.5) 3 (5.3) 0 .62 

Use of RAS blockers, 16 (28.1) 30 (52.6) 39 (68.4) 34 (59.4) 0 .0024 

Mean (SD)of characteristic 

Age 49.5 (16.8) 63.9 (17.2) 71.0 (13.8) 67.8 (12.1) < 0 .0001 

Systolic blood pressure, mm Hg 128.9 (23.9) 130.1 (23.1) 134.8 (21.6) 126.3 (24.5) 0 .83 

Diastolic blood pressure, mm Hg 79.8 (13.0) 77.9 (13.0) 77.1 (11.8) 70.6 (20.0) 0 .0014 

Heart rate, beats per minute 81.6 (12.1) 81.3 (13.5) 81.6 (14.1) 89.0 (18.5) 0 .011 

Body mass index, kg/m2 27.2 (5.2) 28.2 (6.3) 28.2 (5.3) 29.0 (7.0) 0 .12 

Glomerular filtration rate, ml/min/1.73 m2 86.3 (23.1) 81.8 (26.7) 74.7 (31.9) 69.6 (35.3) 0 .0083 

RAS blockers indicate blocker of the renin-angiotensin system, including angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin- 

receptor blockers. 

The glomerular filtration rate was derived from serum creatinine, using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration. 
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4

imised thresholds derived from the derivation cohort, the results 

n the validation cohort confirmed the discriminatory performance 

f the COV50 biomarker, irrespective of whether it was analysed as 

 continuously distributed variable or as a categorised risk factor 

 Fig. 1 ). Compared with the 327 patients included in the current 

nalyses, the 981 matched COVID-19-free controls had compara- 

le characteristics (Appendix; 0.084 ≤p ≤0.87). When applying 0 ·47 

nd 0 ·04 as COV50 thresholds, only two and seven controls scored 

ositive, yielding specificities of 99 ·8% and 99 ·3%, respectively. Fi- 

ally, the 4C mortality score consisting of eight variables to grade 

p

4 
as applicable only to 257 hospitalised CRIT-CoV-U patients with- 

ut missing data, of whom 31 died. In these 257 patients, a 4C 

core of ≥15, indicating critical disease and COV50 as a stand-alone 

iomarker had a similar AUC in relation to mortality (0 ·77 versus 

 ·76; p = 0 ·79; Appendix Fig. 5). 

. Discussion 

COV50 is a novel multidimensional urinary biomarker (Ap- 

endix Table 1 ) consisting of 50 deregulated urinary peptides 
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Fig. 1. Performance of COV50 on top of other baseline risk factors in the derivation cohort to discriminate death from survival (panels A-C) and progression from non- 

progression in the time point 1 WHO score during follow-up (panels D-F) in the derivation cohort 

The base model included sex, age, body mass index and the presence of comorbidities: hypertension, heart failure, diabetes or cancer. In subsequent steps, the time point 

1 WHO score was added and next COV50 as a continuously distributed variable (panels B and E) or as a categorised variable based on an optimised threshold of 0.47 for 

mortality (panel C) or 0.04 for a worsening WHO score (panel F). 
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ainly derived from collagen alpha 1(1) but also from other pro- 

eins previously recognised to be involved in COVID-19 pathogen- 

sis. On its own and adjusted for clinical risk factors, COV50 pre- 

icted the incidence of death and progression across WHO stages. 

his association was robust and withstood internal validation in 

he derivation cohort by the leave-one-out AUC approach and by 

orrection for overfitting. External validation in the validation co- 
5 
ort produced confirmatory results. Moreover, on top of the es- 

ablished clinical risk factors commonly used in predictive mod- 

ls, COV50 analysed as a continuously distributed variable and per 

hreshold ( Fig. 1 ) improved the AUC, albeit the data were stronger 

or worsening WHO score than for mortality, given the number of 

tudy endpoints. 
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Table 3 

Odds ratios relating outcome to COV50. 

Outcome Number E/R Odds ratio (95% confidence interval) p value 

Mortality 23/228 

Unadjusted 3.52 (2.02–6.13) < 0 .0001 

Adjusted 

Sex and age 3.23 (1.81–5.74) < 0 .0001 

+ timepoint 1 WHO score 2.63 (1.21–5.69) 0 .014 

+ body mass index and comorbidities 2.73 (1.25–5.95) 0 .012 

Progressing WHO score 48/228 

Unadjusted 2.63 (1.80–3.85) < 0 .0001 

Adjusted 

Sex and age 2.37 (1.58–3.54) < 0 .0001 

+ timepoint 1 WHO score 3.34 (1.83–6.07) < 0 .0001 

+ body mass index and comorbidities 3.38 (1.85–6.17) < 0 .0001 

Number E/R indicates the number of events/number at risk. Odds ratios express the risk for 1-SD increment in 

COV50. Comorbidities include hypertension, heart failure, diabetes and cancer. 

Table 4 

Discriminative performance of COV50. 

Outcome Derivation cohort Validation cohort 

Mortality 

Number events/at risk 23/228 10/99 

Continuously distributed COV50 

AUC (95% confidence interval) 0.82 (0.74–0.89) 0.83 (0.71–0.94) 

Categorised COV50 

Youden cut-off threshold 0.47 0.47 

Sensitivity 87.0 (73.2–1.00) 80.0 (55.0–1.00) 

Specificity 74.6 (68.7–80.6) 70.8 (61.3–80.2) 

Progressing WHO score 

Number events/at risk 48/228 23/99 

Continuously distributed COV50 

AUC (95% confidence interval) 0.75 (0.67–0.82) 0.70 (0.58–0.88) 

Categorised COV50 

Youden cut-off threshold 0.04 0.04 

Sensitivity (95% confidence interval) 77.1 (65.2–89.0) 73.9 (56.0–91.9) 

Specificity (95% confidence interval) 63.9 (56.9–70.9) 63.2 (52.3–74.0) 

AUC indicates area under the curve. The AUC in the validation cohort was derived 

from the probabilities as predicted by the logistic model in the derivation cohort. Sen- 

sitivity and specificity in the validation cohort were based on the thresholds obtained 

in the derivation cohort. NA indicates not applicable. 
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COV50 is registered in Germany and immediately applicable for 

linical and research purposes. A scheme to stimulate early anti- 

eplicative therapies by combined usage of the 4C score and the 

OV50 test in patients with non-discriminative 4C results is under 

evelopment. The UPP does not undergo significant changes when 

rine is stored for 5 days at room temperature in borated test 

ubes [ 23 , 24 ], thereby providing a wide time window for handling

rine samples, for instance as collected at the homes of patients 

ith PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection. Furthermore, urine can 

e stored for years at -20 °C without UPP alteration, opening op- 

ortunities for research [25] . From a clinical perspective, COV50 

ight contribute to the personalised management of COVID-19 

atients, which could range from observation and follow-up at 

ome to non-invasive and invasive hospital care, such as treatment 

ith remdesivir, corticosteroids, monoclonal antibodies, convales- 

ent plasma, or mechanical ventilation combined with other life- 

upporting interventions. Patients with a COV50 level of less than 

1 could be managed at home; those with a level ranging from 1 

o 0 ·40 might require in-hospital management with intermediate 

are, such as intensified oxygen supply; and those with a level of 

0 ·40 are likely to require intensive care and invasive life-support 

easures. The discriminatory performance of COV50 as a stand- 

lone test is comparable with the 4C score but has the advantage 

f not including any clinical or biochemical variable that is already 

ndicative of evolving respiratory insufficiency. From this perspec- 
6 
ive, UPP followed by the identification of the parental proteins 

y sequencing the urinary peptides is a powerful instrument in 

enerating multidimensional biomarkers that reflect the molecular 

rocesses underlying various illnesses. Disease-specific peptidomic 

ignatures have become evident in the subclinical run-on to crit- 

cal illness, as demonstrated for diastolic left ventricular dysfunc- 

ion (HF1) [12] and CKD or diabetic nephropathy (CKD273) [ 13 , 14 ].

he number of peptide fragments making up HF1 is 85 and 273 

or CKD273. These UPP are mutually exclusive, highlighting their 

pecificity for the target disease. COV50 shares 13 urinary peptides 

ith CKD273 and only one with HF1. Only two fragments are com- 

on to COV50, HF1 and CKD273 (Appendix Fig. 4). Along similar 

ines, COV50 levels 0 ·47 and 0 ·04 scored seven or fewer of the 981

atched controls as at risk for critical COVID-19, thereby confirm- 

ng the > 99 ·0% specificity of the marker. 

The most prominent characteristic of the COV50 signature (Ap- 

endix Table 1 ) is the shift in collagen fragments, in particu- 

ar collagen alpha 1(1). Deregulation of collagen homeostasis is 

 hallmark of SARS-CoV-2 infection [26] and has also been ob- 

erved in CKD [ 13 , 27 ]. Several studies have reported that CKD and

iomarkers indicative of renal impairment predict critical COVID- 

9, while survivors remain at high risk of CKD [28] . The COV50 

rinary signature showed upregulation of α1-antitrypsin degrada- 

ion products, which is in line with reports that α1-antitrypsin de- 

ciency is a major risk factor for life-threatening COVID-19 [29] . 
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o information in the context of COVID-19 is currently available 

n CD99, which is involved in cell recruitment, leukocyte trans- 

ndothelial migration, and maintaining the integrity of the en- 

othelial barrier [ 30 , 31 ]. Reduction of CD99 might interfere with 

ppropriate immune responses and indicate endothelial damage. 

he polymeric immunoglobulin receptor (pIgR), highly expressed 

n the trachea and the lung and responsible for transcytosis, espe- 

ially IgA, has not yet been investigated in COVID-19. It is down- 

egulated in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and is asso- 

iated with disease severity [32] . In our study, the reduction in 

rinary pIgR fragments was associated with COVID-19 severity. In 

ine with the reduction of urinary gelsolin fragments, patients with 

n unfavourable COVID-19 outcome have lower plasma levels of 

elsolin [33] . The sodium/potassium-transporting ATPase subunit 

amma (FYXD2) is highly expressed in the kidney. Reduced abun- 

ance of a peptide from FYXD2 in our current study was associated 

ith severe COVID-19, in keeping with the same observation in IgA 

ephropathy [34] . 

The urgency associated with the COVID-19 pandemic in Ger- 

any, Europe, and beyond justified the generation of this interim 

eport, as other investigators working in this field have also done 

35] . Nevertheless, we have complied with all the quality criteria as 

utlined in a recent commentary on the COVID-19 literature [36] . 

n accordance with the scientific rigour required in this research 

eld, the CRIT-COV-U consortium is preparing a protocol amend- 

ent describing the statistical analysis plan and significance levels 

equired for a second look at the CRIT-CoV-U data in the final anal- 

sis. As can be expected for an interim report, the current study 

as potential limitations. First, the sample size of the validation co- 

ort was small compared with the derivation cohort. Second, the 

odels were not adjusted for glomerular filtration rate because in- 

ravenous fluid administration confounds this renal function mea- 

urement. Presumably, this limitation is also applicable to other 

coring algorithms. Third, the power of the study was reduced in 

omparison to the initial planning, which apparently resulted in 

he inability to demonstrate statistical significance for all aspects. 

inally, at the current stage of data collection, calibrating the pre- 

ictive models was not yet possible, limiting the generalisability of 

he COV50 biomarker. However, the data also support the power 

alculations performed when planning the study, and we expect 

hat in the full cohort of 10 0 0 subjects all the above limitations

ill be eliminated due to the larger power. 

In conclusion, this first CRIT-COV-U report supports the concept 

hat UPP generates biomarkers indicative of adverse COVID-19 out- 

omes, even at WHO stages 1–3. The current findings obviously 

eed consolidation in the full dataset of 10 0 0 patients, but open 

p potential for patient management, health policy planning, and 

or providing an intermediate UPP endpoint in randomised clinical 

rials of novel COVID-19 treatment modalities. COV50 is licensed in 

ermany and available for clinical use. 
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